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Abstract. The heat which is produced in the cement hydration is rather high in mass concrete structures like 
dams, pavements, piers. In fact, it takes a longer time to cool the inner of the mass than its surface. The main 
reason for this result is that having the temperature difference between the hot inner mass and its cooled 
surface. Such a gap like that is the cause of appearing a large number of cracks in the surface of the mass 
concrete at several days age. In this study, the application of using a sand-layer insulation to control mass 
concrete block cracks at an early age. Specifically, these processes are performed by the program Midas Civil 
2017 in cases: without sand-layer insulation, and with the application of using sand-layer insulation have 
thickness in range of 0–7 cm for heat preservation. In conclusion, the results in this study showed that when 
using an insulation thickness of 7 cm, it led to that the maximum temperature differences between the surface 
and the center of mass concrete block is lower than the limitation. The recommendations made as a result of 
this study is that sand-layer insulation should be used to prevent and limit cracks of the mass concrete block 
at an early age. 

1. Introduction 
The increase in temperature during concrete hardening is due to the exothermic hydration reactions of 

water and cement. This is important for massive elements, in which conditions are close to adiabatic 
temperature can reach in range of 50÷90 °C has been described by ACI Committee [1–3]. The cause affecting 
the high-temperature rise and its non-uniform distribution between the surface and inside of thick slabs is low 
thermal conductivity of concrete, which slows down the natural cooling process. In the meantime, the 
shrinkage deformations are formed during the hydration of concrete as a result of a chemical reaction and the 
moisture exchange with the environment. According to published study, the result is on the surface of the 
concrete block in all the cracks [4–6]. 

There is a variety of methods and different prices to control the temperature of mass concrete such as 
low-heat materials, pre-cooling of concrete, posts-cooling of concrete. Each method has its advances depend 
on specific situations [7–9]. 

Surface heat preservation is an important measure for temperature control and cracks prevention. Many 
types of insulation materials are available in the world today, and insulation levels can be optimized to meet 
the required temperature differences in mass concrete. The selection of insulation material types and 
thicknesses are particularly important. So, based on that information can reduce the difference in temperature 
between the center and the surface of the concrete block by applying the insulation layer on the surface of the 
raft foundation, as can be seen in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Different types of insulation materials of the surface [10]. 

Thermal insulation is often used to warm the concrete surface and reduce the temperature difference, 
which in turn minimizes the thermal cracking ability. The surface insulation can significantly reduce the cooling 
rate while its effect on the maximum concrete temperature is not considered in most of the mass concrete 
pours. Insulation is inexpensive, but the result may be delayed due to by reducing the cooling rate, which can 
be costly. It is necessary to maintain the insulation for several weeks or longer because its surface could be 
cooled quickly and cracked when removing it too early. There are many types of insulation materials and its 
usage can be optimized to adapt to the requirement of temperature differences and maximize the cooling rate 
has been described by [11–12]. The small and medium-sized projects could also use straw bags and sand 
layers as insulation. The control of the thickness of the sand layer is conducted to determining the volume 
ratio on the sand was transported to the surface area of concrete blocks. However, with the structure has an 
inclined or vertical surface, the use of insulating sand layer is not effective, but in this situation could use 
polystyrene slab instead of sand insulation. The optimal time of putting or removing the sand layer on the block 
surfaces should be carefully considered based on the rate of strength development in concrete and the 
processing of heat of cement hydration. With high wind or heavy rain conditions, shielding methods must be 
taken to avoid sand erosion as well as undesirable sand thickness changes. Besides that, in order to collect 
of sand after use on the surface of the concrete is convenient should putting a layer of tarpaulin (or nylon) in 
advance, then spreading a sand layer on the tarpaulin. 

The goal of this paper is to study the application of using sand-layer insulation to control mass concrete 
block cracks at an early age by finite element method using Midas Civil software 2017. The results show that 
using sand-layer insulation can considerably reduce maximum tensile stress. 

2. Materials and methods 
The study of the temperature regime of massive concrete blocks has been devoted to a rather large 

number of works carried out using modern methods. In this paper, applications by an insulating layer of sand 
to control the cracks of massive concrete blocks at the age of early days by finite element method using the 
software Midas civil 2017. 

The solution to the temperature problem is based on the solution of the differential equation of the theory 
of heat conduction can be expressed as [13–16]. 

,x y z v
t t t tk k k q c

x x y y z z
ρ

τ
 ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   + + + =    ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂    

 (1) 

where t is the material temperature (°C); 

kx, ky, kz are the thermal conductivity coefficients of the material dependent on the temperature in the 
directions x, y and z, respectively; (W/m.°C); 

qv is the amount of heat released by internal sources (for example, exothermic heating) to a given 
moment in time (W/m3); 

c is specific heat (kJ/kg.°C); 

ρ is the density concrete (kg/m3); 

τ  is time (day). 

Four types of boundary conditions are used to the solution of problems of heat transfer equation (1) as 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, Neumann boundary conditions, Robin boundary conditions, and Nonlinear, 
mixed boundary conditions [17]. 
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The solution of problems for determining the temperature regime and the thermally stressed state of 
concrete massive structures today often obtained using numerical methods (most often the finite element 
method (FEM)). The value of the temperature of a function at any point in the computational domain in the 
finite element method is expressed in terms of time and coordinates [18–19]. 
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(2) 

where Ni is the interpolation function of the shape of the finite element with respect to temperature and 
coordinates; 

n is the number of points in the final element; 

ti (τ) is the temperature at each point as a function of time. 

In accordance with the Galerkin method, equation (1) is described: 
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where h is the heat transfer coefficient(W/m2.°C); 

V is volume of element (m3); 

S is the boundary conditions on surface; 

q is the heat flux (W/m3); 

G is heat generation within an element (W). 

We introduce the notation: 
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where [K] is conductivity operator; 

[C] is capacity operator; 

[f] is heat load due to heat hydration.  

Then, by introducing equation (4) into equation (3), can be obtained equation (5) as: 
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dτ

 

(5) 

Applying the method of Galerkin for t(τ) = ti(τ)Ni+tj(τ)Nj each element, 1 ;= − =
∆ ∆i jN Nτ τ
τ τ

. At each 

step, the equation is solved for the time: 
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As a result, the solution of equation (6) we obtain the desired temperature field. 
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To illustrate the process of simulation, a flowchart of the analysis process is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Process analysis of temperature fields, stress in mass concrete block by FEM. 

According to the results of studies [20], the ratio between the thermal-stress and temperature in concrete 
mass is determined by equation (7): 

( ) ,= × × ×∆R E Tσ τ α

 
(7) 

where σ is thermal-stresses (MPa); 

R is restraint (0 <R< 1), the restraint coefficient which is dependent on the size of the concrete mass 
and the ratio of elastic module of concrete and foundation: R ∈ f(V; Ec/Ef) and can be calculated using the 
computer program Midas Civil; 

α is coefficient of thermal expansion (1/°C); 

E(τ) is concrete elasticity modulus (MPa);  

∆T is temperature drop (°C). 

The modulus of elasticity E(τ) of concrete is depend on the age τ, as described by equation (8) [21]: 

0( ) (1 ),−= −
baE E e ττ

 

(8) 

where E0 is concrete elasticity modulus at 28 days age (N/mm2); 

a, b are determined by experiment, a = 0.4; b = 0.34 [21]. 

Data for example, according to standards ACI 209.2R-08 “Guide for Modeling and Calculating 
Shrinkage and Creep in Hardened Concrete». A creep coefficient and an unrestrained shrinkage strain at any 
time depend on [22]:  

– Age of concrete when drying starts, usually taken as the age at the end of moist curing (days); 

– Age of concrete at loading (days); 

– Curing method; 

– Ambient relative humidity expressed as a decimal; 

– Volume-surface ratio or average thickness (m); 

Start

1. PRE - PROCESSING

A. Definition parameters
 (Analysis type; Element type; Reference  temperature)

B. Material properties
(Conductivity; Specific heat; density)

D. Initialization temperature
Placing temperature

E. Boundayr condition
(Convection; Ambient temperatute)

C. Model geometry

2. SOLUTION
Submit load step for solution for the temperature

3. POST - PROCESSING
Examine result

End
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– Concrete slump (m); 

– Fine aggregate percentage (%); 

– Cement content (kg/m3); 

– Air content of the concrete expressed in percent (%); and 

– Cement type. 

With the help of software Midas Civil to declare parameters needed to mention creep of concrete at 
early age days. The creep of mass concrete may be expressed by the following formula (9). 

1 ( , )( , ) ,
( )

+
=

tJ t
E
ϕ ττ
τ

 

(9) 

where J(t,τ) is the creep compliance whose dimension (MPa–1); 

ϕ(t,τ) is the coefficient of creep and is equal to the ratio of creep to elastic strain is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. The coefficient of creep at different ages. 

Currently, there are many ways to assess the possibility of cracking of mass concrete at an early age. 
In Russia, in accordance with Russian Construction Norms SP 357.1325800.2017“Concrete hydraulic 
structures. Rules of works and acceptance of works” [23], the temperature difference at the center and the 
outer surface of concrete mass ΔТ is allowed no more than (20–25) °C. To describe in more detail the 
temperature regime of the concrete mass are established on the basis of calculations of temperature fields 
and the thermal stress state of the concrete mass during construction. 

Besides, when the calculated principal tensile stresses exceed the tensile strength of the concrete, cracking 
is likely to have occurred, which can be assessed by cracking index as described by equation (10) [24]. 

( ) ,
( )

= t
ct

t

fI τ
σ τ

 

(10) 

where Ict is cracking index; 

ft(τ) is tensile strength; 

σ1(τ) is principal tensile stress. 

If Ict≤1 cracking may occur, and Ict>1 no cracks were formed on the concrete surface. 

In this paper, numerical studies of the temperature regime of the mass concrete structure was a pier 
footing size 6×8×3 m that was placed in the summer weather conditions in Vietnam. There are made and 
studied the effect of sand layer thickness to control cracked concrete surface. The symmetry of the 
investigated array was used: a quarter of the concrete block was calculated. The dimensions and the 
breakdown of the calculation area into the final elements is shown in Figure 4. 

The ambient temperature significantly effects on the maximum temperature at the center of the concrete 
block during the hardening process. This a mass concrete is built with air temperatures are assumed constant 
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at 28.5 °C, soil temperature is assumed constant at 20 °C and temperature of placed concrete at 30 °C. The 
mix proportion is shown in Table 1 [25]. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 4. a-A bridge pier footing constructed in Vietnam; b – 3D model  
for temperature analysis with an insulation layer of sand, unit m. 

Table 1. Mix design of concrete. 

Concrete 
Ratio Water/ 

Cement 

Materials for 1 m3 of concrete 

Cement (kg) Sand (kg) Stone (kg) Water (l) Additives 
(super flexible) 

37.5 % 445 829 1007 167 (5.12)1.15 % 

 

The concrete adiabatic temperature is varied by introducing different cement contents. The adiabatic 
temperature is given by equation (11) [26]. 

(1 ),−= −t K e ατ

 

(11) 

where t is the adiabatic temperature rise at age τ (°C); 

K is the maximum amount of the adiabatic temperature rise from test (°C), K = 59.6 °C [26]; 

α is the reaction factor (°C/h), α = 1.113 [26]. 

Thermal insulators are meant to reduce the rate of heat transfer by conduction, convection, and 
radiation. The main purpose of surface insulation is not to restrict the temperature rise, but to regulate the rate 
of temperature drop in order to lower the stress differences due to steep temperature gradients between the 
concrete surface and the interior [27-28]. This research paper, a bridge pier footing was placed with 
surrounding surfaces covered by formwork, then inserted by sand around the foundation. Therefore, the 
authors tend to study the thermal behavior of massive concrete blocks with sand-layer insulation to control the 
cracks at the surface of massive concrete blocks at the age of early days. The properties of the material 
elements used in the analysis are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Material properties in temperature behavior analysis. 

Physicalcharacteristics Insulation (sand) Concrete Foundation 
Thermal conduction coefficient (W/(m.°C) 0.27 2.90 1.96 
Specific heat (kJ/kg.°C) 0.84 1.05 0.85 
Density (kg/m3) 1602 2400 1800 
Convection coefficient (W/m2.°C) 50 13.95 14.5 
Modulus of elasticity (N/m2) 80×106 3.52×1010 2×1010 
Thermalexpansioncoefficient (1/°C)  1×10–5 1×10–5 1×10–5 
Poisson’sratio 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Maximum heat of hydration of cement at 28 days (kJ/kg) – 320 – 

3. Results and Discussion 
The breakdown of the concrete block and the foundation of the array on the final elements of the three – 

dimensional model is shown in Figure 2. With the help of the computer program Midas Civil 2017, the maximum 
temperature in the mass concrete with insulation thickness in differences (0–7) cm as shown in Figure 5. 

Temperature distribution in the concrete mass with an insulation thickness of sand 7 cm is shown in 
Figure 6. 
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Results analysis: analyzing the results it can be noted that surface insulation by sand does not 
appreciably increase the maximum concrete temperature. The maximum temperature and temperature 
difference in the concrete with sand layers of different thickness are shown in Table 3. 

 
a – without the insulation layer 

 
b – insulation of sand 1 cm thick layer 

 
c – insulation of sand 2 cm thick layer 

 
d – insulation of sand 3 cm thick layer 

 
e – insulation of sand 4 cm thick layer 

 
f – insulation of sand 5 cm thick layer 

 
g – insulation of sand 6cm thick layer 

 
h – insulation of sand 7 cm thick layer 
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Figure 5. Temperature changes at the center (node 347) and at the surface (node 7)  
of massive concrete blocks. 

 

Figure 6. Temperature distribution in the concrete mass through 84 hours after laying. 

Table 3. The maximum temperature and temperature difference in the concrete. 

No Insulation thickness of sand (cm) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Maximum temperature, °C 85.55 85.75 85.86 85.91 86.05 86.15 86.20 86.27 
Temperature difference, °C 43.97 42.58 40.59 35.89 28.99 27.44 26.07 19.87 

Figure 7 shows that the performance of the concrete improves as the insulation of sand thickness 
increases. Because when increasing the insulation thickness (0 – 7) cm, the temperature gap is reduced. 

 
Figure 7. The relationship between the temperature difference  

and the thickness of the sand insulation. 
Surveying range of sand thickness from 0 to 7 cm show the relation among them, and the temperature 

difference in the concrete mass as a function is shown in Figure 7.The correlations from the linear regressions 
oftemperature difference vs the thickness of the sand insulation (y = –3.5x +46) R– value is R2= 95.75 %, 
respectively. Therefore, it has a very good relationship. 

It is worth noting that in the case of sand with a thickness of 7 cm the temperature difference between 
the inside and the surface not exceeds 20 °C. Besides, Figure 8 shows the stress development of the two 
feature points (at the center – node 347 and at the surface – node 7) with two cases: case 1 – without the 
insulation, case 2 – insulation of sand 7 cm in the concrete mass. 

Figure 8 shows that, in the case of the concrete mass without the insulation layer, at the node 7 of the 
investigated mass to 168 hours of hardening the concrete, the tensile principal stress value exceeds its 
permissible value, leading to the formation of cracks on the surface of the concrete mass. Whereas, In the 
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case of a concrete mass with insulation of sand 7 cm, the tensile principal stress was less than the ultimate 
tensile principal strength of concrete, which avoids able in forming cracks. 

 
a – without the insulation layer 

 
b – insulation of sand 7 cm 

Figure 8. The principal stresses development of the two points (node 347 and node 7) 
in the concrete mass, 

a – without the insulation layer; b – insulation of sand 7 cm. 

4. Conclusions 
Based on the results of the study lead to the following conclusions: 

1. The program Midas Civil 2017 is quite an effective tool for calculating the temperature regime and 
the thermal stress of concrete structures during their construction. 

2. Although increasing the sand-layer insulation thickness, its effects on the maximum temperature 
differences between the surface and the center of the mass concrete block are not considerable. 

3. The thickness of the insulation is inversely proportional to the maximum temperature difference 
between the center and the surface of the mass concrete. The largest temperature gap is 43.97 °C in the case 
without insulation sand-layer, while those gaps for (0–7) cm insulation thickness are gradual decrease. In the 
case of sand-layer insulation have a thickness of 7 cm –the temperature gap is 19.87 °C. In addition, the 
relationship between the temperature differences and the thickness of the sand insulation is given by the 
formula y = –3.5x +46 with precision R2= 95.75 %. 

4. In case one the development of cracks may happen to the mass concrete block when the largest 
temperature gap is 43.97 °C and it exceeds the maximum allowable temperature difference which is 20 °C. 
By contrast, this phenomenon will not happen with the preservation of insulation have a thickness of 7 cm 
when the maximum temperature gap is lower than the limitation. As a result, this effective technique should 
be used to prevent cracks of the mass concrete block at an early age. 

5. And future work: It is necessary to study theory in combination with the experiment to accurately 
evaluate the effectiveness of using insulating sand layer, avoid cracking at the face in the concrete mass at 
the early age. In addition, it is possible to produce sand insulation in modules. Those modules are convenient 
not only for construction process but also for preservation and removal process, which is applied to solve a 
variety of problems, such as concrete block shape, rainy and windy weather conditions. 
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